
HOW TO WRITE A HORROR FANTASY NOVEL

Writing horror isn't easy. And all of the clichÃ©s make it especially hard to write in the horror genre. Learn to take a
fresh, new approach in your.

Click To Tweet Not to twist The ending of your story doesn't have to come out of left field to shock and
horrify readers. Lovecraft drew up a list of the basic themes of weird fiction, and I can think of very little that
the field has added to that list since then. Stine frightened an entire generation of children with a very simple
rule: get inside your narrator's head. And the last and worse one: Terror, when you come home and notice
everything you own had been taken away and replaced by an exact substitute. Mar 21, John Hill rated it it was
ok I used to have this big complex about buying books on writing. That last sentence is breathtakingly creepy.
So: to twist or not to twist? The room itself seems to move. As long as the emotions are genuine, you can let
go of concerns about sticking strictly to reality: "I tend to prioritize emotional realism above the known laws
of time and space, and when you do that, it's inevitable that strange things happen. And the last and worse one:
Terror, when you come home and notice everything you own had been taken away and replaced by an exact
substitute. Learn more about twist endings. Making readers scared creates tension and increases the pace of
your story. Give every malevolent character a strong, clear motivation. Creepy basements, loud noises from
the attic, hidden rooms, Indian burial grounds, old hotels, multiple personality disorder, etc. These stakes and
motivations might involve: Survival. My father had always told me that good writers write and if I spend all
my time reading about writing I'm never actually going to write anything. All good fiction consists of looking
at things afresh, but horror fiction seems to have a built-in tendency to do the opposite. Whether your
characters are alone in a farmhouse or in the big city, isolation will intensify fear. The more people the
protagonist has to keep safe, the higher the stakes. Is it great, spooky settings? Will I save my son? After
Emily dies, the villagers discover the corpse of a long-vanished traveler in one of her spare beds â€” along
with a strand of silver hair. But, at the very least, one should be aware as soon as possible, that this is what one
is doing, so as to be able to move on. Horror fiction frequently presents the idea of evil in such a shorthand
form as to be essentially meaninglessâ€”something vague out there that causes folk to commit terrible acts,
something other than ourselves, nothing to do with us. We sit and stare at pieces of paper with words on them,
imagining monsters that we know are entirely made up The most basic objective of characters in any horror
story is to survive. Indeed, the illness only made my mind, my feelings, my senses strongerâ€¦ I could hear
sounds I had never heard before. He was wearing a fancy suit, a pair of spectacles and a lavish smile. In horror
writing, a dark or frightening tone is often pronounced. Learn more about how to write antagonists that readers
love to hate. Everything we do feeds creativity, even in the most un-obvious ways. Both have their place in
horror writing. Write stories that matter to you, and ground them in real emotions. People have always been
afraid of the dark. But keep in mind that small, subtle plot twists can be just as if not more effective. The kind
of stuff that makes the hair on the back of your neck stand up, as if someone was standing inches behind you.
Horror, however, also suggests elements of disgust and surprise or shock. One moment the fight was blazing
in his eyes, the next it was flooding the opposite wall. Make up your own monsters. You draw those cards.
Darkness, heights, snakes, and spiders â€” all these are extremely common phobias rooted in instinct. How to
write a horror story: 6 terrific tips How to write a horror story: 6 terrific tips July 28, This guide to how to
write a horror story covers the basics. Click To Tweet 3. The wind had started his lamp moving, and when he
turned back the whole room seemed to be swinging around. Maybe Susan and I would become friends.


